Continuum observations of NGC 69^6 strongly suggest the presence of an exponential non-thermal disk component. When applied to galactic ^08 MHz observations, the scale length is found to be between 5 and 6 kpc. Con tinuing the parallel with NGC 69^6, a total luminosity of 2 x 10 L@ is derived. Observations of the edge-on galaxies NGC 891 and U631 show the existence of flattened halos with a steep spectrum around these galaxies This is consistent with the constraints that are known for the galactic radio halo. On the basis of the radial distribution of HI in the Galaxy and in M81 three regimes can be defined: a central one which is hyperdeficient in hydrogen; a middle one which is deficient in HI, but not necessarily in total hydrogen; and an outer one which is neither defi cient in HI, nor in H. Density wave theory, combined with gas flow dyna mics appear a powerful tool in interpreting the kinematical data. No rotation curve is yet known to become Keplerian in the outer parts. Many external galaxies are warped, like our own; one of them, NGC 5907, does not have a visible companion.
INTRODUCTION
Since the previous IAU Symposium on the Galaxy (Galactic Radio Astronomy, 19-73, Maroochydore) many new data have become available in the fields of galactic and extra-galactic radio astronomy. It is far from true, however, that a unifying picture has emerged, or that it could be put together in a paper like this one. I would just like to bring to gether some extragalactic examples and various aspects of galactic re search.
For more detailed information and references to the existing lite rature the reader may be referred to the following reviews. For galactic continuum radiation to the ones by Price (197^) and Baldwin ( 1977) , for "HI and other tracers" in the Galaxy to those by Burton (1976, 1977) , and to the reviews "by Van der Allen (1976, 1978) on external galaxies.
DISTRIBUTION OF CONTINUUM RADIATION

Radial distribution
Price (I97^a,b) showed that the non-thermal base disk component of the galactic radiation at low frequencies can be very well fitted by an exponential disk. I.e., a disk model in which the volume emissivity is proportional to exp (-r/a), where r is the galactocentric radius and a the scale length; he favoured a scale length of 6 kpc. Baldwin (1977) , on the other hand, argued that a good fit can be obtained with a fairly uniform disk that rapidly falls off just inside the solar circle.
A suitable external galaxy for studying its non-thermal disk is the spiral system NGC 69^-6. Van der Kruit et al. (1977) obtained continuum distributions for this galaxy at 0.6, 1.h 9 and 5 GHz with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT). They conclude that the base disk com ponent shows a nearly exponential behaviour with radius. This is one more reason to look at the exponential models again. Fig. 1 shows the continuum radiation vs. galactic longitude profile de rived by Green (197U) from her survey of the galactic plane at ^+08 MHz, done with the Molonglo Cross antenna. The heavy curve shows the profile that would be expected from an exponential disk with a scale length of 5 kpc If one takes the liberty of having some doubts about the accuracy with which one can determine the zero level of these low frequency sur veys, it is possible to get a very good fit for an exponential model with a scale length of 6 kpc as well. The broken curve represents such a model, assuming that the true zero level is 25 K below Green 1 s.
320 300 GALACTIC LONGITUDE.!" Fig. 1 , Brightness temperature at ho8 MHz along the galactic plane accor ding to Green (197U) . The smooth and broken line are exponential models for the disk with scale lengths of, resp. , 5 and 6 kpc (see text).
Both fits (and especially the latter) are in my opinion quite satisfactory and certainly no worse than Baldwin's model. For a determination of the exact scale length one need to separate the disk radiation from the nondisk components in the profile. This is especially difficult in the cen ter and anti-center directions. We can conclude that if the non-thermal base disk has an exponential brightness distribution, the scale length at k08 MHz must be between 5 and 6 kpc (assuming the distance to the galactic center to be 10 kpc).
Comparison with the light distribution proves to be very interes ting. Van der Kruit et al. (1977) found that the scale length of the non-thermal disk in NGC 69h6 is very close to the scale length of the exponential disk representing the distribution of visible light as de rived by Abies (19T1) • A similar correspondence for M51 had been pointed out by Allen (1975) . If this close correlation between the two scale lengths could be well established it would provide an independent method for estimating the total luminosity of the Galaxy (Lpg) from:
i. The scale length of the non-thermal disk (a). ii. The distance of the galactic center (Ro). iii. The local optical surface brightness in the solar neighbour hood (a® (L @ pc-2 )). Lpg can then be expressed as: Lpg = b x a @ (L®). Integrating out to a radius of 30 kpc one obtains b = 1.15 x 10 9 for a = 5-5 kpc and R 0 = 10kpc. The uncertainty in a is not important since it results in less than one percent variation in Lpg. For R Q = 8.5 kpc one obtains b = 0.83 x 10 g . Hence we shall adopt b = 10 9 (+15$ due to the uncertainty in R Q ). Addi tional errors 'arise from:
i. The uncertainty in a®. ii. Neglecting the light contribution from the spiral arms. iii. Neglecting the light contribution from the nuclear bulge. The total uncertainty may well be a factor 2. The result and two rele vant ratios are shown in the table. The value for a® (21 L @ pc~2) has been taken from Oort (1965) ; the total mass from Innanen ( 1973); and the HI mass from Kerr and Westerhout (1965) and Burton (1976) . The M/L averages for the two morphological types Sb and Sbc are from Roberts (1975) . One should be warned that the higher weight that is usually attached to MHI/L (since it is a distance independent parameter for ex ternal galaxies) is not justified in this particular case. The HI mass of the Galaxy is uncertain because of uncertainties in precisely that parameter: the distance. It seems fair to conclude that the present de termination is consistent with the notion of our Galaxy being of morpho logical type Sbc or slightly earlier. 2.2. z-distribution I want to emphasize that the use of the word "halo" does not neces sarily imply that the feature which it refers to has a spheroidal shape.
In recent years some new data have become available on halos of external galaxies. Allen et al. (1978) show the existence of a flattened halo around the edge-on galaxy NGC 891. At ^ .k GHz the continuum radiation extends at least to a height of 6 kpc above the plane of the galaxy, assuming a distance of ^k Mpc. Observations of NGC 4631 at the same frequency by Ekers and Sancisi (1977) show a vertical extent of at least 7 kpc, at an assumed distance of 5.2 Mpc. The axial ratio of the halo component is larger for NGC U631 than for NGC 891. In both cases there are strong indications that the spectrum steepens considerably with in creasing height above the plane: in the case of NGC 891 from 0.6 at heights up to z = 2.5 kpc to 1.0 or 1.5 at z = h kpc.
These data are consistent with statements by Price (197^+h) and Baldwin (1977) that the existence of a radio halo with a steep spectrum around our Galaxy is not precluded by low-frequency observations, and with the steep spectrum halo component derived by Webster (1975) . One should note, however, that such a halo may very likely not be sphero idal. A thorough investigation of the change of spectral index with z would be very interesting, but requires higher sensitivity and/or lower observing frequencies then the above mentioned WSRT observations offer.
Origin of the relativistic electrons.
The question of the origin of the relativistic electrons respon sible for the large scale non-thermal radiation of galaxies is actually beyond the scope of this paper. Two short remarks can be made, however.
It is important to note that, apparently, the non-thermal disk (pro ducing the bulk of the non-thermal radiation) mimics the Population IT distribution. Whether the supernovae are distributed in the same manner is not entirely clear. The reader be referred to the short discussion on this subject by Van der Kruit et al. (1977) .
In trying to understand the mechanisms that are at work, various other tracers may hold important clues. Galactic research has an impor tant advantage here over extra-galactic research. For reasons of sensi tivity and resolution several constituents (e.g. y-radiation, molecular radiation) cannot be observed with enough detail in external galaxies.
THE DISTRIBUTION AND KINEMATICS OF NEUTRAL ATOMIC HYDROGEN
Radial distribution
The two most striking features in the radial distributions of HI in galaxies which have been known for many years, are the deficiency of HI in the central regions of most galaxies, and the fact that the HI seems to extend to much larger radii than all other tracers.
The radial HI distributions for the Galaxy (see Burton, 1976 ) and M81 (see Fig. 2 deficiency, a steep increase, a plateau of rather constant surface den sity, and a sudden drop followed by a gradual decline as radius increa ses. It is remarkable that in both cases the two discontinuities at either side of the plateau region seem to occur at about the same radii as, resp., the inner Lindblad resonance and corotation. However unfortu nately located our vantage point in the Galaxy may be, it is here that we have the best observational conditions (in terms of sensitivity and resolution) for studying these resonance regions in detail.
As for the alleged large extent of the HI: Burton (1977, see Fig.3 ) shows that beyond 6 kpc the total hydrogen surface density (including molecular hydrogen) rather closely follows the total mass distribution as determined by Innanen (1973). The determination of the H 2 surface densities is not very certain, but for the Galaxy as well as for M81 the assertion seems valid that the relative HI surface density -after a gra dual increase-remains more or less constant beyond the corotation region. One should bear in mind, however, that there still is consider able uncertainty in the mass models and in the galactic radial distribu tion of HI. On the other hand, Bosma (1978) finds the same effect in a R (kpc) Fig. 3 . Surface densities of HI, H 2 , HI+H 2 , and total mass (Innanen,1973) in the Galaxy, from Burton (1977) . sample of Ik galaxies. Thus one may tentatively reformulate the "striking features" mentioned at the beginning of this section in terms of the relative HI surface density (UHI) and discern three areas: (in order of decreasing radius)
i.
In the outer regime y^j is more or less constant. Most of the hydrogen is in the form of HI. There is no deficiency of either H or HI. ii. In the middle regime there is an increasing deficiency of HI with decreasing radius (i.e.: y^j decreases). Since the frac tion of H 2 increases rapidly in this region there may not be a deficiency of H (i.e.: UH may still remain constant) iii. In the central regime there is a (hyper-)deficiency of both HI and H. yj^j and y^ quickly drop to (near) zero. The central regime is obviously dominated by the nuclear bulge; studies of elliptical galaxies may help to understand this region. It is interes ting to speculate whether or not the rough coincidence of the regime boundaries and the density-wave-theory resonances is significant.
Kinematics
Various types of kinematical data for many galaxies are available. We may refer to Van der Kruit and Allen (1978) for a review of these, and to Bosma (1978) for additional data. As far as the dependence on morphological type is concerned, the available data seem to support the notion (Roberts and Rots, 1973) that earlier type galaxies do show a higher degree of mass concentration toward the center.
Intimately related to the problem of determining rotation curves is the matter of spiral structure, if only because the kinematical effects of the latter confuse determination of the former. This has been worked out rather convincingly by Visser (1978) for the case of M81 (see Fig.  h ). He corrected the velocity field for streaming motions and removed in that manner the steep decline around 8 kpc that caused Rots (1975) difficulties in fitting a mass model. It should be remarked, however, that in a case like this one, where a reasonably satisfactory rotation curve and mass model have been derived, yet another problem appears: deviations from the crucial assumption of axial symmetry (for M81 a north-south asymmetry in the velocity field; cf. Rots, 19TU, 1975) . This paper will not deal with spiral structure specifically, except to note that models based on density wave theory and gas flow dynamics (including shocks) seem quite capable of reproducing the observed kine matics satisfactorily. Such detailed models have been worked out for,the Galaxy by Simonson (1976) and for M81 by Visser (1978) . A basic diffe rence in the approaches of these two authors is that Visser corrected the rotational data iteratively for gas flows linked to the spiral struc ture, while Simonson kept his rotation curve (Schmidt, 1965) fixed.
As far as the rotational data from HI observations in the outer parts of galaxies is concerned, it is fair to say that no rotation curve has yet been derived which turns Keplerian before radio telescopes run out of signal. 
HI in the outer parts of galaxies
It is well known that although the HI is generally concentrated in well defined flat disks, the outer parts of many galaxies greatly deviate from the planes of such disks. The Galaxy's HI disk is known to be warped in the outer regions, and several people have tried to explain this pheno menon by gravitational interaction wii^h the Magellanic Clouds (see e.g. Hunter and Toomre, 1969) -M31 is now known to be warped (Roberts and Whitehurst, 1975) ; M33 has a very strong warp (Rogstad et al., 1976) ; M83 too (Rogstad et al., 197*0; IC 3h2 is conceivably warped (Rogstad et al., 1973) ; M81 shows HI almost everywhere and it seems unlikely that it would be confined to one plane; and there are many other examples. Quite interesting is the study of Sancisi (1976) who found warps in four out of five edge-on systems. Interesting because of the statistics, but also because one of the warped systems, NGC 5907, does not have a visible companion. This case should renew the interest in alternative warping mechanisms, as has been pointed out by Burton (1976) .
The case of M81 that was just mentioned, does not have a proper, clean warp, but actually belongs in the realm of bridges, tails, and Magellanic Streams. Several years ago Toomre and Toomre (1972) produced the first successful gravitational interaction models. Some models have recently proved to be consistent with HI observations (with their added kinematical information): NGC U038/9 by Van der Hulst (1977) , NGC 3628/7 by Rots (1978) . In our own Galaxy, however, we are faced with a warp, a Magellanic Stream, and the fact that we are not "outside observers", which seriously restricts our knowledge of the geometry and kinematics. And this yields another parallel with M81: both systems are extremely complicated as far as fitting gravitational interaction models is concerned.
DISCUSSION
Stecker: You mention the interesting possibility that the non-thermal emission in the Galaxy mimics the Population II distribution. If we as sume that this reflects the distribution of sources of cosmic-ray elec trons and of cosmic-ray nuclei as well, we would expect that the galactic nucleus would be much brighter in y-rays than is observed. This may mean either that the sources of cosmic-ray electrons in our Galaxy have a different distribution than the sources of cosmic-ray nucleons (which seem to reflect the Population I distribution) or else the sources of cosmic-ray nucleons and electrons in the disk are the same (supernovae or pulsars) and there is an additional source (or sources) of cosmicrays in the galactic nucleus. This later possibility seems more at tractive to me.
Wielebinski: The spectral-index increase of nonthermal emission away from the planes of NGC 881 and NGC 4631 is certainly real. This in crease gives us the lifetimes of relativistic electrons. We should go back and try to determine the exact spectrum of the nonthermal emission in the Galaxy, to put limits on lifetimes of our cosmic rays. The measurements will not be easy, but should be considered a challenge.
de Vaucouleurs: Your observation that the mean radial distribution of the radio continuum emission in the disks of spirals is exponential with essentially the same scale length as the optical emission is most significant. However, the radio spectral index varies with radius and so does the optical color index. So which radio wavelength should be compared with which optical wavelength? Rots: In NGC 6946 there is a variation of spectral index with radius in the sense that the spectrum steepens with increasing distance from the center. However, this can be entirely accounted for by the dis tributed thermal radiation in the inner parts of the disk. Thus the answer is that one should use a low frequency;408 MHz seems to be adequate.
Heiles: It seems to me that the facts that (1) the distributions of nonthermal and thermal (HII region) radio continuum have different shapes in any one galaxy, (2) that the relation between these shapes is different for M33, and (3) that HII regions are heated by hot, massive stars which become type II supernovae, show that at least some relati vistic electrons are produced by processes other than type II super novae^ But, since type I supernovae also produce relativistic electrons, we cannot then conclude that processes other than supernovae are necessary.
Lockman: I do not agree that your conclusion necessarily follows from the facts you stated.
Heiles: I do not agree that my conclusion does not necessarily follow from the facts I stated.
available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0074180900014881 Port: With regard to the possibility of producing relativistic electrons in other ways than by supernovae, it should be pointed out that there is now plenty of evidence in radio galaxies that high-energy particles can be produced in shock regions not connected with supernovae.
Bok: So far in this Symposium we have ignored the Magellanic Clouds. For example, we have not mentioned yet that different processes of star formation are at work in our Galaxy and in the Magellanic Clouds. In our Galaxy, star formation is apparently associated with low temperature carbon monoxide and molecular hydrogen. However, at a distance of 60,000 parsec from our Sun there are the two Magellanic Clouds in which star formation is at work on a very big scale, apparently mostly without benefit of large amounts of cold cosmic dust. Evidently excessive amounts of neutral atomic hydrogen are present in the Magellanic Clouds at many positions where star formation is actively in progress. Let us not ignore the Magellanic Clouds whenever they offer to tell us some thing of interest for consideration in studies of our own Galaxy. May I suggest that everyone who works on the large scale structure of our Galaxy place a picture of the Large or Small Magellanic Cloud on the walls of her or his office. Please bear in mind that the Clouds are at distances one-tenth of the distance to Messier 31!
